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D

ynamic shortest-path algorithms update the shortest paths taking into account a change in an arc weight.
This paper describes a new generic technique that allows the reduction of heap sizes used by several
dynamic single-destination shortest-path algorithms. For unit weight changes, the updates can be done without
heaps. These reductions almost always reduce the computational times for these algorithms. In computational
testing, several dynamic shortest-path algorithms with and without the heap-reduction technique are compared.
Speedups of up to a factor of 1.8 were observed using the heap-reduction technique on random weight changes
and of over a factor of ﬁve on unit weight changes. We compare as well with Dijkstra’s algorithm, which
recomputes the paths from scratch. With respect to Dijkstra’s algorithm, speedups of up to ﬁve orders of
magnitude are observed.
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1.

Introduction

Goto and Sangiovanni-Vincentelli (1978), and Dionne
(1978). Considering semidynamic decremental algorithms, previous work was done by Gallo (1980) and
Fujishige (1981), whereas for the incremental case (arc
deletion), we refer to Even and Shiloach (1981).
Many algorithms were proposed for solving this
problem, but the algorithm RR, of Ramalingam and
Reps (1996a), seems to be the most used (Buriol
et al. 2005, Fortz and Thorup 2004, Frigioni et al.
1998). Their algorithm is not the best for all applications. However, one of its main advantages is to
have good performance in most situations. First of
all, it updates the shortest-path graph, rather than
a shortest-path tree, although it can be easily specialized for updating a tree (Demetrescu et al. 2000).
Even and Shiloach (1981) proposed a semidynamic
incremental algorithm that works in cascades, which
can be computationally expensive for large arc-weight
increments. RR has good performance independent
of the increment range. The semidynamic incremental algorithm of Demetrescu (2001), for updating a
shortest-path tree, can have good performance if most
of the affected nodes have no alternative shortest
paths, but its performance can be poor otherwise.
Again, RR has good performance in both situations.
Even the algorithm of Frigioni et al. (1996), which theoretically is better than RR, was usually outperformed
by RR in computational testing (Frigioni et al. 1996).

Finding a shortest path is a fundamental graph problem, which besides being a basic component in many
graph algorithms, has numerous real-world applications. Consider a weighted directed graph G =
V  E w, where V is the vertex set, E is the arc set,
and w ∈ E is the arc-weight vector. Given a source
vertex s ∈ V , the single-source shortest-path problem
is to ﬁnd a shortest-path graph g SP from source s to
every vertex v ∈ V . By reversing the direction of each
arc in the graph, we transform the single-source into
the single-destination shortest-path problem.
There are applications where g SP is given and must
be updated after a weight change. Considering a
single weight change, usually only a small part of
the graph is affected. For this reason, it is sensible
to avoid the computation of g SP from scratch, but
only update the part of the graph affected by the
arc weight change. This problem is known as the
dynamic shortest-path (DSP) problem. DSP algorithms
for the single-source shortest-path problem are the
focus of this paper. An algorithm is referred to as fully
dynamic if both arc deletion (arc weight is set as )
and insertion are supported, and semidynamic incremental (decremental) if only arc deletion (insertion) is
supported.
Previous work on algorithms for the dynamic
shortest-path problem include Murchland (1970),
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Recently, Demetrescu et al. (2000) proposed a specialization of the Ramalingam and Reps algorithm for
updating a shortest-path tree, which is a revision and
extension of their previous work (Frigioni et al. 1998).
In the new version, they present a fully dynamic
algorithm, whereas in the earlier paper, they proposed a semidynamic incremental algorithm. Their
specialized algorithm did not make use of the special tree proposed by King and Thorup (2001). In
graphs where only a few affected nodes have alternative shortest paths, the incremental algorithm of
Demetrescu (2001) usually has better performance.
For maintaining all pairs shortest paths in directed
graphs with real-valued arc weights, we refer to
the fully dynamic algorithms of Demetrescu and
Italiano (2001, 2003) and the experimental results in
Demetrescu et al. (2003).
Many theoretical studies of dynamic shortest-path
algorithms have been carried out, but few experimental results are known. Frigioni et al. (1998)
compared the algorithm of Ramalingam and Reps
(1996a) with the algorithm of Frigioni et al. (1996)
to update the single-source shortest-path graph. They
concluded that the algorithm of Ramalingam and
Reps is usually better in practice, with respect to
running times, although their algorithm has a better
worst-case time complexity (Ramalingam and Reps
1996b). Demetrescu et al. (2000) compare the incremental algorithms of Demetrescu et al. (2000), Frigioni
et al. (1998), Ramalingam and Reps (1996a), and a
specialization of Demetrescu et al. (2000) described
in Demetrescu (2001). For the set of instances used
in their study, the results show that their new idea
speeds up the running times for updating a tree.
This paper presents a new generic technique that
allows the reduction of heap (priority queue) sizes
in several dynamic shortest-path algorithms. For unit
weight changes, the updates are done without heaps
for most of the algorithms. Suppose an arc weight
is increased by . In the standard implementations
of DSP algorithms, all affected nodes (whose distances have changed) will be placed in a heap, on
which a Dijkstra subroutine is run. However, a subset
of these nodes have their distances increased by
exactly . In this case, an update without heaps can
be applied. The basic idea of the reduced-heap technique is to apply the Dijkstra subroutine for only
those nodes whose distances increase by an amount
smaller than . In the worst case the Dijkstra subroutine may, of course, be applied to all affected nodes.
But often, in practice, the subset of affected nodes
whose distances increase by exactly  is big. Avoiding
the use of heaps on this set almost always results in
substantial savings, reducing the computational times
for DSP algorithms. In computational testing, several
dynamic shortest-path algorithms with and without
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the heap-reduction technique are compared. We also
compare with Dijkstra’s algorithm, which recomputes
the paths from scratch.
In this paper, we named the algorithms increase and
decrease, instead of adopting the nomenclature incremental and decremental used for arc insertion and deletion, respectively. We note that deleting an arc, as in
a decremental algorithm, can be viewed as increasing
its weight to inﬁnity. However, the focus here is on
smaller weight changes. The dynamic algorithms to
update the graph after an arc weight increase are called
increase algorithms, while decrease algorithms update a
graph after an arc weight decrease. The algorithms are
named with the letter G or T if they update a shortestpath graph or tree, respectively. The names also indicate the originators of the algorithms (in superscript)
and the sign + or − (in subscript) is used if it refers to
an increase or decrease algorithm, respectively. When
the name of the algorithm is used without the sign,
it refers to both increase and decrease cases, or it is
followed by the Incr or Decr indication. The terms
std and rh are used to refer to the standard and
reduced-heap variants of the algorithms, respectively.
The standard algorithms were originally designed to
update the single-source shortest paths in directed
graphs with real positive arc weights. In this paper,
the algorithms update the single-destination shortest
paths with integer positive arc weights (most of the
real-world applications use positive weights).
The pseudocodes of all algorithms discussed in this
paper, as well as the tables with detailed presentation of the results, are in the Online Supplement to
this paper (available at http://joc.pubs.informs.org/
ecompanion.html).
In §2, the data structures used to represent the
graph and the solution (graph or tree) are presented
and some implementation tricks described. Next,
some standard increase dynamic shortest-path algorithms, as well as the heap-reduction technique for
this case, are presented in §3. The weight decrease
case is presented in §5. A discussion of the standard
and reduced-heap increase algorithms with respect to
heap size and memory usage is given in §4. A similar
discussion for the arc-weight-decrease case is given
in §6. Computational results are reported in §7 and
concluding remarks are made in §8.

2.

Implementation Issues

In this section, the data structures used to represent
the graph and the solution (graph or tree) are presented and some implementation tricks are described.
2.1. Data Structures
We ﬁrst describe two sets of data structures used in
the implementations of the algorithms.
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The input graph is stored in forward and reverse
representations. It is represented by four arrays. The
E array forward stores the arcs, where each arc consists of its node indices tail and head. The arcs in this
array are sorted by their tails, with ties broken by
their heads. The ith position of the V  + 1 array point
indicates the initial position in forward of the list of
outgoing arcs from node i. By assumption, the last
position in forward of the list of outgoing arcs from
node i is point i + 1 − 1.
The E array reverse stores the arcs, where the arcs
are sorted by their heads, with ties broken by their
tails. To save space, each arc in reverse is represented
by the index of this arc in forward. The ith position of
the V  + 1 array rpoint indicates the initial position
in reverse of the list of incoming arcs into node i. By
assumption, the last position in reverse of the list of
incoming arcs into node i is rpoint i + 1 − 1.
Solutions are represented in different algorithms
either as trees or graphs. For both cases, the E array
w stores the arc weights, and the V  array d stores the
distances of the nodes to the destination.
In the case of trees, the ith position of the V  array
tSP indicates the index of the outgoing arc of node i
in the shortest-path tree. The destination node t stores
the value 0, i.e., ttSP = 0.
In the case of graphs, two arrays are used. The E
array gSP is a 0 − 1 indicator array whose ith position
is 1, if and only if arc i is in the shortest-path graph.
Finally, the ith position of the V  array  stores the
number of arcs in the shortest-path graph outgoing
node i.
2.2. Implementation
In this section, we indicate how some of the basic operations referred to in the pseudocodes were implemented.
In these pseudocodes, the heap-function names follow Ramalingam and Reps (1996a). These functions
are as follows:
• HeapMember(H  u): returns 1 if element u is in
heap H , and 0 otherwise;
• HeapSize(H ): returns the number of elements in
heap H ;
• FindAndDeleteMin(H ): returns the item in heap
H with minimum key and deletes it from H ;
• InsertIntoHeap(H  u k): inserts an item u with
key k into heap H ;
• AdjustHeap(H  u k): if u ∈ H, changes the key of
element u in heap H to k and updates H. Otherwise,
u is inserted into H .
In several points in the algorithm one must scan
all outgoing or all incoming arcs of a node. To scan
−−→
the outgoing arcs of node u, i.e., e = u
v ∈ OUTu,
simply scan positions point u      point u + 1 − 1 of
array forward. Similarly, to scan the incoming arcs of
node u, i.e., e = −
s→
u ∈ INu, simply scan positions
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reverse rpoint u      reverse rpoint u + 1 − 1 of
array forward.
Set Q is stored as a V  array where Qi is the ith
element of the set. Set U is represented is a similar
fashion.

3.

Standard and Reduced-Heap
Versions of the Increase Algorithms

This section introduces the general technique of
reducing the heap size used by the increase algorithms and describes four increase dynamic shortestpath algorithms. All standard algorithms are based on
the same idea: considering that the weight of an arc
−→
a = −
u
v has increased, a set Q of affected nodes is
determined. This set is composed of the nodes that
have all their shortest paths traversing arc a. The
changes are applied only to these nodes and their
incoming and outgoing arcs.
The set Q can remain empty in two situations: if a
does not belong to a shortest path, or if it does but
u has an alternative shortest path to the destination
node. In the ﬁrst case nothing is done, and in the second case a local update is applied.
If the weight increase affects the distance label of u,
the tail node of arc a, a more complex update is
required. All nodes that have their distances increased
are inserted into a set Q and have their distances set
to . Q is initialized with u. All incoming arcs e to
these nodes are traversed. If the tail node of an arc e
has no alternative shortest path to the destination, it
is also inserted into Q.
In a second phase, the algorithm updates the distances of nodes in Q. First, by traversing the outgoing
arcs of each node u ∈ Q, their distances are updated
considering the arcs directly linking nodes outside
set Q. Next, Dijkstra’s algorithm is applied considering nodes in Q, taking into account their current distance labels. Thus, all nodes u ∈ Q are inserted into a
heap H.
In the case of updating the shortest-path graph,
a third phase is required. To identify the arcs that
belong to g SP , all outgoing arcs of nodes in u ∈ Q are
traversed.
The standard versions of the increase algorithms
insert into a heap H all nodes initially in set Q, while
the reduced-heap variants use heaps to update only a
subset of Q.
In the proposed reduced-heap variants of these algorithms, the distances of nodes in Q are increased by 
(instead of being set to ), which is the total amount
−−→
of the original increment of arc a = u
v. After that,
the actual decrease of the distance label of node u is
computed. Next, all nodes u ∈ Q have their distances
adjusted downward by an appropriate amount  − .
Dijkstra’s algorithm is applied only for those nodes
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that have a shorter path and can thus have their distance label further decreased. As we will see in §7,
the number of nodes inserted into the heap is usually
much smaller than the number of nodes in Q.
We present the increase algorithms in §§3.1–3.4. The
weight can be increased by any amount. If an explicit
arc removal is required, one can simply change its
weight to inﬁnity and apply one of the algorithms.
They receive as input the arc a, which has the weight
increased, the vector w of weights (updated with the
weight increase of arc a), and the distance vector d.
Furthermore, in the case of an algorithm for updating
a shortest-path tree, the vector t SP is also an input
parameter. When updating the shortest-path graph,
g SP and  are the inputs, instead of t SP . The reducedheap variants also receive as input the increment 
on arc a. As output they produce the updated input
arrays.
In §§3.1–3.4, the standard and reduced-heap versions of these algorithms are presented.
3.1. GRR
+ : Increase Algorithm of Ramalingam and
Reps for Updating the Shortest-Path Graph
SP
GRR
= V  E SP 
+ updates the shortest-path graph g
when the weight of an arc a is increased by . Figure 1 shows both the standard and reduced-heap
variants.
The pseudocode on the left side of Figure 1 presents
stdGRR
+ , the standard algorithm. Clearly, if arc a is not
in the current graph g SP , the algorithm stops (line 1).
Otherwise, arc a is removed from g SP (line 2). If node
u has an alternative shortest path to the destination
node, then the algorithm stops (line 4). Otherwise, the
set Q is initialized with node u (line 5). The loop in
lines 6 to 15 identiﬁes the remaining affected nodes
of g SP and adds them to Q. The loop in lines 16 to
21 updates distances from nodes u ∈ Q (line 18) and
inserts these nodes into heap H (line 20) if its distance was decreased. The main objective of this loop
is to update distances of nodes that have an alternative shorter path linking nodes outside Q. The order
in which nodes are considered in this loop can affect
running times, but not the correctness of the algorithm. This is true for this algorithm, as well as for all
increase algorithms presented in this paper. The loop
in lines 22 to 36 updates the distances of nodes in Q
using heap H (lines 24 to 29) and restores g SP (lines
30 to 35).
The pseudocode on the right side of Figure 1
presents rhGRR
+ , the reduced-heap variant for the algorithm. The ﬁrst 15 lines of rhGRR
are identical to
+
the ﬁrst 15 of stdGRR
,
with
the
exception
of line 7.
+
Instead of setting the distance of node u to , it is
just increased by . In the case of unit weight increase
( = 1) the commands from lines 17 to 41 are not
executed and heap H is not used. Lines 17 to 21
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calculate the maximum amount that the distances of
nodes u ∈ Q will decrease. We denote by Q0 the ﬁrst
element inserted into Q, and by
the amount that
the distance of node u decreases. In the loop from
lines 22 to 32, all nodes from Q, excluding node Q0 ,
have their distances decreased by (line 23). Furthermore, the distances of nodes u ∈ Q\Q0  with a shorter
path linking nodes v Q are updated. In the loop
from lines 33 to 42, nodes u from heap H are removed
one by one. All arcs e = −
s→
u incoming into node u
are traversed. If node s has a shorter path traversing
node u, its distance is updated (line 37) and heap H
is adjusted (line 38). The loop in lines 43 to 50 restores
g SP adding the missing arcs in the shortest paths from
nodes u ∈ Q.
T+RR : Specialization of Ramalingam and
Reps Increase Algorithm for Updating
a Shortest-Path Tree
RR
The main difference with respect to GRR
+ is that T+
SP
is specialized to update a shortest-path tree t rather
than the shortest-path graph g SP . The shortest-path
−−→
tree t SP maintained by t+RR stores an arc a = u
v associated with each node u ∈ V . The arc a is any one
from the outgoing adjacency list of node u belonging to a shortest path. In the standard algorithm, t SP
is updated while the distances are updated, instead
of employing a loop just for this purpose, as stdGRR
+
does. Furthermore, the set Q of affected nodes is identical to the one in stdGRR
+ , but the procedure for identiﬁcation is slightly different. The main reason is that
this algorithm does not maintain a variable  associated with each node, and the set of outgoing arcs of
a node is traversed to verify whether it has an alternative shortest path. On the other hand, if an arc a =
−→
−
u
v, incoming into an affected node v, is not the one
in tuSP , i.e, tuSP = a, nothing needs to be done, even if it
is a shortest-path arc, because it is known that the arc
in tuSP represents an alternative shortest path.
In the reduced-heap variant, the increase amount 
is an input parameter. As the algorithm updates t SP at
the same time that Q is identiﬁed, in the case of unit
increment ( = 1) the distances of nodes in Q increase
by exactly one unit, and the algorithm stops as soon
as Q is totally identiﬁed. Otherwise, if  > 1, the algorithm uses the idea of the reduced heap, similar to
rdGRR
+ .
3.2.

T+KT : Incremental Algorithm for Updating
the Special Shortest-Path Tree Proposed by
King and Thorup
The main difference with respect to T+RR is that T+KT
updates a special shortest-path tree. It stores, for each
−−→
node u, the ﬁrst shortest-path arc a = u
v belonging to the outgoing adjacency list of node u. The
advantage of storing this special tree is to be able
3.3.
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−−→
SP
procedure stdGRR
+ (a = u v w d  g 
SP
1 if ga = 0 return;
2 gaSP = 0;
3 u = u − 1;
4 if u > 0 then return;
5 Q = u;
6 for u ∈ Q do
7
du = ;
−→
8
for e = s
u ∈ INu do
9
if geSP = 1 then
10
geSP = 0;
11
s = s − 1;
12
if s = 0 then Q = Q ∪ s;
13
end if
14
end for
15 end for
16 for u ∈ Q do
−→
17
for e = −
u
v ∈ OUTu do
18
if du > dv + we then du = dv + we ;
19
end for
20
if du =  then InsertIntoHeap(H  u du );
21 end for
22 while HeapSizeH  > 0 do
23
u = FindAndDeleteMinH ;
24
for e = −
s→
u ∈ INu do
25
if ds > du + we then
26
ds = du + we ;
27
AdjustHeapH s ds ;
28
end if
29
end for
−→
30
for e = −
u
v ∈ OUTu do
31
if du = we + dv then
32
geSP = 1;
33
u = u + 1;
34
end if
35
end for
36 end while
end stdGRR
+ .

Figure 1
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−−→
SP
procedure rhGRR
+ (a = u v w d  g  
SP
1 if ga = 0 return;
2 gaSP = 0;
3 u = u − 1;
4 if u > 0 then return;
5 Q = u;
6 for u ∈ Q do
7
du = du + ;
8
for e = −
s→
u ∈ INu do
9
if geSP = 1 then
10
geSP = 0;
11
s = s − 1;
12
if s = 0 then Q = Q ∪ s;
13
end if
14
end for
15 end for
16 if  > 1 then
17
dist = dQ0 ;
−−−→
18
for e = Q0  v ∈ OUTQ0  do
19
if dQ0 > dv + we then dQ0 = dv + we ;
20
end for
21
= dist − dQ0 ;
22
for u ∈ Q\Q0  do
23
du = du − ;
24
flag = 0;
−→
25
for e = −
u
v ∈ OUTu do
26
if du > dv + we then
27
du = dv + we ;
28
flag = 1;
29
end if
30
end for
31
if flag = 1 then InsertIntoHeap(H  u du );
32
end for
33
while HeapSizeH  > 0 do
34
u = FindAndDeleteMinH ;
35
for e = −
s→
u ∈ INu do
36
if ds > du + we then
37
ds = du + we ;
38
AdjustHeapH s ds ;
39
end if
40
end for
41
end while
42 end if
43 for u ∈ Q do
−→
44
for e = −
u
v ∈ OUTu do
45
if du = we + dv then
46
geSP = 1;
47
u = u + 1;
48
end if
49
end for
50 end for
end rhGRR
+ .

Pseudocodes of Procedures stdG+RR (Left) and rhG+RR (Right)

to ﬁnd an alternative shortest path for a node s
without exploring all outgoing arcs in the set OUTs.
Therefore, during the process of identiﬁcation of set
Q, while searching for an alternative shortest path for
an affected node s, only a subset OUTs ⊃ OUTKT s is
traversed.
The drawback is that some extra computational
effort is needed to maintain this special tree. When
the distances of nodes in Q are updated, making

use of heap H , the alternative shortest paths also
should be identiﬁed to make sure that, in this case, the
shortest-path arc stored is the ﬁrst one in the outgoing
adjacency list.
In the reduced-heap variant of this algorithm, extra
effort is required to store the correct arc in t SP . In
the case of unit increment, the subset of arcs OUTs ⊃
OUT∗ s of each node s ∈ Q should be traversed. The
subset OUT∗ s is composed of outgoing arcs that are
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located before the stored arc tsSP in the outgoing adjacency list. If there is at least one alternative shortest
path using arcs of this subset, the ﬁrst shortest-path
arc found replaces the current tsSP . Additional tests are
done to ensure that the special shortest-path tree is
being maintained correctly.

standard versions of the increase algorithms discussed in §3. The heap sizes of these algorithms are
illustrated in Figures 2 and 3. The set Q of affected
nodes is linked to the remaining part of the shortestpath graph by arc a, the ﬁrst arc whose weight was
increased. Node t is the destination node. The shaded
part of Q is composed of the nodes that were inserted
into heap H .
As observed in the ﬁgures, in the case of unit increRR
KT
ment for rhGRR
+ , rhT+ , and rhT+ , the heap H is
D
empty, whereas for rhT+ , the nodes u ∈ QD \QRR  are
inserted into H . These nodes are the ones treated as
affected while in fact they were not. For this reason, comparing any single case of algorithms std, rh,
and unit increment, QD ⊇ QRR = QKT . For all of these
rh
rh
algorithms, H std ⊇ Hrandom
⊇ Hunit
.
No additional memory is required to implement the
reduced-heap variants of the increase algorithms.

3.4. T+D : Incremental Algorithm of Demetrescu for
Updating a Shortest-Path Tree
As in T+RR and T+KT , T+D also updates a shortestpath tree. The main difference is that T+D uses a
simpler mechanism for detecting the affected nodes
QD . In other words, it relaxes the notion of affected.
However, QRR  = QKT  ≤ QD  for the standard
implementations.
If some arc a has its weight increased by , then
set QRR is composed only of nodes such that all their
shortest paths traverse arc a. In T+D , set QD is not only
composed of those nodes, but can also have some
of the nodes that have an alternative shortest path
not traversing arc a. The idea is that in graphs where
only a few nodes (or none) have alternative shortest
paths QD  ≈ QRR , with the advantage of QD being
identiﬁed with a simpler mechanism. This algorithm
is similar to stdT+RR , differing only in the loop that
identiﬁes Q. If e is the outgoing arc of node u in
the shortest-path tree, i.e., tsSP = e, node s is inserted
into Q, even if it has an alternative shortest path to the
destination node. The idea of this algorithm is not to
waste time looking for an alternative path. This pays
off when the distribution of arc weights is spread out
and the probability of ties is low.
As in the standard variant, the reduced-heap variant of this algorithm is similar to rhT+RR , differing only
in how it identiﬁes Q. Furthermore, even in the case
of unit increment, the additional nodes inserted into
Q are updated making use of a heap.

4.

5.

Standard and Reduced-Heap
Versions of the Decrease
Algorithms

This section introduces the idea of reducing the heap
size used by the algorithms to update a graph after
an arc-weight decrease. Moreover, we describe three
algorithms for arc-weight decrease, as well as the idea
of reduced heap applied to them. The weight can be
decreased by any amount.
Let a ∈ E be the arc whose weight is to be decreased.
All standard algorithms are based on the same idea:
considering that the weight of an arc a has decreased,
Q of affected nodes is determined. In this case, the
set Q is composed by all nodes that have at least
one shortest-path-traversing arc a after its weight
decreases. The changes are applied only to nodes of
Q and their incoming and outgoing arcs. For that, all
nodes u ∈ Q are inserted into a heap H .
In the reduced-heap variants, Q is divided in two
subsets, Q and U . Q is composed of all nodes that
have at least one shortest-path-traversing arc a. The
subset U is composed of nodes whose shortest paths
originally did not traverse arc a but do so after the
decrement of wa . The idea of reduced heap avoids the

Reduced-Heap vs. Standard
Versions of the Increase Algorithms

In this section, we make a few observations comparing the reduced-heap variants with the respective
Q

Q

Q

a

a

a

t

t

t

Figure 2
Heap Size Used by the Standard and Reduced-Heap Increase Algorithms G+RR , T+RR , and T+KT
Notes. The left graph represents the standard algorithms. The middle graph represents the reduced-heap variants for random weight increase. In the right
graph, for the reduced-heap variants with unit weight increment, the heap is empty.
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Figure 3
Heap Size Used by the Increase Algorithms stdT+D and rhT+D
Notes. The left graph represents the standard algorithm. The middle graph represents the reduced-heap variant for random weight increase. In the right graph,
for the reduced-heap variant with unit weight increment, the heap contains only unaffected nodes that were inserted into Q.

use of heaps for updating nodes in Q and only inserts
into the heap nodes from set U .
For both the standard and reduced-heap algorithms, Q remains empty if a is not in the shortest-path
tree before its weight decreases. In this case, Q
remains empty if the decrease does not affect the distance label of any node. Also, subset U is used only
if Q is not empty. If Q > 0, U remains empty in the
case that no node u Q has an alternative shortest
path linking nodes u ∈ Q.
The reduced-heap algorithms have two phases. Initially, the shortest paths are updated considering
nodes in Q. Next, they are updated considering nodes
belonging to U . The decrease amount
is computed prior to determining Q. Because Q contains
all nodes with at least one shortest-path-traversing
arc a, we decrease the distance label of these nodes by
exactly , without using heaps. However, heaps are
needed to compute distance labels of nodes u ∈ U .
In the §§5.1–5.3, we brieﬂy describe the standard
and reduced-heap versions of the decrease algorithms.
5.1. GRR
− : Decrease Algorithm of Ramalingam and
Reps for Updating the Shortest-Path Graph
The Ramalingam and Reps arc-weight-decrease algorithm (Ramalingam and Reps 1996a) updates the
shortest-path graph considering an arc-weight decrease. Figure 4 presents the standard and reducedheap variants of these algorithms.
The pseudocode for the standard procedure is
given on the left side of Figure 4. Recall that a =
−−→
u
v ∈ E is the arc whose weight is decreased. If
du remains unchanged, the algorithm stops (line 1).
Otherwise, if node u has an alternative shortest-pathtraversing arc a, a is inserted in g SP and the algorithm
stops (lines 3 to 5). Otherwise, H is initialized with
node u.
In the loop in lines 9 to 29, nodes from H are removed, one by one, in order of the smallest to the
largest distance to the destination node, and their
respective distances and incoming/outgoing arcs are
updated in g SP .
We now consider the Ramalingam and Reps
weight-decrease algorithm with reduced heap. The

ﬁrst phase of rhGRR
− is described on the left side of
Figure 4. In line 7 the amount , by which the distance of node u will be decreased, is calculated. The
array degree is used to avoid inserting a node u into
set Q more than once. Moreover, degree is used to
identify nodes in Q having alternative shortest paths
not traversing arc a. Furthermore, we consider that
all positions of vector degree are initialized with zero
when this vector is created.
The loop in lines 11 to 26 identiﬁes nodes u ∈ Q,
making use of the array degree, and updates g SP in the
case of unitary decrement.
If a node u ∈ Q has one or more alternative shortest
paths not traversing arc a, these paths are no longer
shortest after the weight of arc is reduced and must be
removed from the shortest-path graph. The existence
of an alternative path is determined making use of
array degree. The loop in lines 27 to 37 removes these
paths by analyzing each node u ∈ Q, one at a time.
In the case of unit decrement, the algorithm stops
in line 38. In the loop from lines 39 to 52, all incoming arcs e = −
s→
u into node u ∈ Q are scanned. The
distances of nodes s and the shortest-path graph g SP
are updated considering these traversed links.
Recall that phase 1 of the algorithm identiﬁes the
set Q, containing all nodes that have at least one
shortest-path-traversing arc a, and updates the part of
the graph that contains these nodes. Furthermore, all
nodes s ∈ U with an alternative shortest-path-linking
set Q are identiﬁed and if ds is reduced, s is inserted
into heap H . The second phase updates the remaining affected part of the graph, i.e., the nodes that
now have a shortest path through arc a, which had
its weight decreased, but do not have an arc linking
directly to a node in Q. The second phase of this algorithm is identical to lines 9 to 29 in procedure stdGRR
− .
T−RR : Specialization of Ramalingam and
Reps Decrease Algorithm for Updating
a Shortest-Path Tree
Algorithm T−RR is a specialization of the Ramalingam
and Reps algorithm (GRR
− ) restricted to updating a
shortest-path tree. A similar algorithm was proposed
5.2.
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−−→
SP
procedure stdGRR
− (a = u v w dV  V  g 
1 if du < dv + wa then return;
2 if du = dv + wa then
3
gaSP = 1;
4
u = u + 1;
5
return;
6 end if
7 du = dv + wa ;
8 InsertIntoHeapH u du ;
9 while HeapSizeH  > 0 do
10
u = FindAndDeleteMinH  d;
11
u = 0;
−−→
12
for e = u
v ∈ OUTu do
13
if du = dv + we then
14
u = u + 1;
15
geSP = 1;
16
end if
17
else geSP = 0;
18
end for
19
for e = −
s→
u ∈ INu do
20
if ds > du + we then
21
ds = du + we ;
22
AdjustHeapH s ds ;
23
end if
24
else if geSP = 0 and ds = du + we then
25
geSP = 1;
26
s = s + 1;
27
end if
28
end for
29 end while
end stdGRR
− .

Figure 4

−−→
SP
procedure rhGRR
− Ph1(a = u v wE  dV  V  g 
1 if du < dv + wa then return;
2 if du = dv + wa then
3
gaSP = 1;
4
u = u + 1;
5
return;
6 end if
7
= du − dv − wa ;
8 du = d u − ;
9 Q = u;
10 degreeu = u − 1;
11 for u ∈ Q do
12
for e = −
s→
u ∈ INu do
SP
13
if ge = 1 then
14
if degrees = 0 then
15
d s = ds − ;
16
Q = Q ∪ s;
17
degrees = s − 1;
18
end if
19
else degrees = degrees − 1;
20
end if
21
else if = 1 and ds = du + we then
22
geSP = 1;
23
s = s + 1;
24
end if
25
end for
26 end for
27 for u ∈ Q do
28
if degreeu > 0 then
29
degreeu = 0;
−→
30
for e = −
u
v ∈ OUTu do
SP
31
if ge = 1 and du < dv + we then
32
geSP = 0;
33
u = u − 1;
34
end if
35
end for
36
end if
37 end for
38 if = 1 return;
39 for u ∈ Q do
42
for e = −
s→
u ∈ INu do
41
if geSP = 0 then
42
if ds = du + we then
43
geSP = 1;
44
s = s + 1;
45
end if
46
else if ds > du + we then
47
ds = du + we ;
48
AdjustHeapH s ds ;
49
end if
50
end if
51
end for
52 end for
end rhGRR
− Ph1.

Pseudocodes of Procedures stdG−RR (Left) and rhG−RR P h1 (Right)

in Frigioni et al. (2000). This algorithm is simpler than
SP
GRR
can be updated while Q is being
− because t
identiﬁed. The set Q is identiﬁed with use of a heap
H, and the procedure only requires one scan in each
incoming arc into the affected nodes.
The reduced-heap variant requires a more complex implementation. To differentiate the nodes in U

from those in Q, a variable maxdiff is used. The value
maxdiff u of a node u is zero if the node belongs to Q,
and diff if it belongs to U . The value diff corresponds
to the amount of its distance that was decreased. Initially a node can belong to U , but as soon as its
decreased distance is equal to , it is inserted into Q.
In this case, the node is not removed from U and
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the corresponding value of maxdiff is set to zero.
Next, only the nodes from U with a positive value of
maxdiff are updated using a heap.

compiled with the gcc compiler version 3.2, using the
-O3 optimization option. CPU times were measured
with the system function getrusage.
The experiments were performed on nine classes
of instances. The ﬁrst class, Internet, is from trafﬁcengineering problems studied in Buriol et al. (2005)
and Fortz and Thorup (2004). This class is composed
of four subclasses: att, hier, rand, and wax. These
subclasses were originally proposed in Fortz and Thorup (2004). The ﬁrst subclass is taken from a realworld AT&T IP network with old data, whereas the
other three are synthetic internetwork instances. In
this paper, arc weights are integers, generated uniformly in the range [1 #], where # is 20 in the unit
change experiments and 104 in the random weight
change experiments. Instances from Internet class
have multiple destination nodes; i.e., once an arc
weight changes, the shortest-path graph (or tree) for
each destination node must be updated. Instances
from group att have 17 destinations nodes, whereas
instances from subclasses hier, rand, and was have V 
destination nodes.
The other eight classes are taken from Cherkassky
et al. (1996). They constitute all of the instances
in Cherkassky et al. (1996) that have only nonnegative arc weights. These instances were originally
for single-source shortest paths, but all arcs were
inverted (heads and tails swapped) and the source
nodes were redeﬁned as destination nodes. Unlike the
instances of class Internet, which have multiple destination nodes, these instances have a single destination node. The instances from classes Grid-SSquare-S,
Grid-SWide, and Grid-SLong are generated on rectangular grid networks with integer arc weights selected
uniformly in the interval [0 104 ]. The instances from
class Grid-PHard are nonplanar and constructed with
a complex layer structure. Weights are selected from
a wide range of integers, with some multiplied by a
function of the layer x-coordinate difference. Instances
from classes Rand-4, Rand-1:4, and Rand-Len are constructed by ﬁrst creating a Hamiltonian cycle. Arcs of
the cycle have unit weight while the integer weights
of the remaining arcs are chosen uniformly in the
interval [0 #]. The size of # is ﬁxed at 104 for classes

5.3. T−KT : Decrease Algorithm for Updating
the Special Shortest-Path Tree Proposed by
King and Thorup
T−RR is similar to T−KT , the algorithm for arc weight
decrease that uses the special tree proposed by King
and Thorup (2001). The main difference is that stdT−KT
and rhT−KT have additional tests to guarantee that the
correct tree is updated.

6.

Reduced Heap vs. Standard
Versions of Decrease Algorithms

In this section, we make a few observations comparing the reduced-heap (rh) variants with the respective
standard (std) versions of the decrease algorithms.
Figure 5 illustrates the heap size used by the decrease
algorithms discussed in the previous section. The set
Q of affected nodes is linked to the remaining part of
the shortest-path graph by arc a, which had its weight
decreased. Node t is the destination node. The shaded
part of Q is composed of the nodes that were inserted
into heap H . As we can see in the ﬁgure, in the standard algorithms all nodes u ∈ Q are inserted into H ,
whereas for the reduced-heap variants no node u ∈ Q
is inserted into H . Nodes u ∈ U are inserted into H
for the standard and reduced-heap algorithms for random weight decrease, whereas H remains empty for
unit decrement in the reduced-heap variant.
The reduced-heap variants require extra memory. Algorithm rhGRR
− uses the V  array degree not
required by its standard implementation. Algorithms
rhT−RR and rhT−KT require two extra V  arrays, maxdiff
and U , not used by their standard implementations.

7.

Computational Results

In this section, we describe experimental results comparing the algorithms presented in this paper. The
experiments were performed on a 1.7 GHz Intel
Pentium IV computer with 256 MB of RAM, running
RedHat Linux 8.0. The codes were written in C and

Q

Q
U

U

Q
U

U

a

a

a

t

t

t

Figure 5
Heap Size Used by the Standard and Reduced-Heap Decrease Algorithms G−RR , T−RR , and T−KT
Notes. The left graph represents the standard algorithms. The middle graph represents the reduced-heap variants for random weight decrease. In the right
graph, for the reduced-heap variants with unit decrement, the heap is empty.
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Rand-4 and Rand-1:4, and varies in class Rand-Len.
For Rand-Len, the integer arc weight is ﬁxed at 1 for
the ﬁrst problem in the family, and selected uniformly
in the interval [0 #] for the others problems, with #
varying from 10 to 106 . Because the weights of the
path arcs are set to 1, the structure of the shortest-path
tree changes as # increases. For bigger values of #,
the path arcs are more likely to be in the tree and the
tree is likely to be taller. The Acyc-Pos class is composed of acyclic networks. The weights of the path
arcs are set to 1 and the remaining arc weights are
selected in the interval [0 104 ]. Because the dynamic
shortest-path algorithms update a graph with positive
weights, we set to 1 all weights that originally were
zero.
Each class is composed of groups of instances, varying from four groups for class Rand-4 to 13 groups for
class Internet. Each group consists of ﬁve instances
generated with different random seeds. The seeds
we used for generating the instances of Cherkassky
et al. (1996) are those distributed with the generators.
Instances from each grid graph group have identical
arc sets, differing only with respect to arc weights.
Instances from the remaining groups have identical dimensions, but differ both with respect to their
arc sets as well as arc weights. The seeds used for
generating the Internet class were 1001     1005 .
Instances from each group in class Internet have
identical arc sets and differ only with respect to arc
weights.
For each instance, we ran 104 weight increases
using an increase algorithm followed by 104 weight
decreases, applied in the reverse order, using a
decrease algorithm, resulting in the end in the
original graph. Times are measured for the increase
and decrease algorithms separately. The following
pairs of increase/decrease algorithms were used:
RR
RR
(stdGRR
(rhGRR
(stdT+RR  stdT−RR ),
+  stdG− ),
+  rhG− ),
RR
RR
KT
KT
(rhT+  rhT− ), (stdT+  stdT− ), and (rhT+KT  rhT−KT ).
For algorithms stdT+D and rhT+D , only the 104 weight
increases were done because these shortest-path
algorithms are semidynamic. Besides the dynamic
shortest-path algorithms, results are presented for
Dijkstra’s algorithm. We use a simple mechanism
that locally updates g SP when there is no change in
the distance label of any node and run Dijkstra’s
algorithm only if the distance of at least one node
changes. The times reported for Dijkstra’s algorithm
are estimated. We run the algorithm for the ﬁrst
100 changes and estimate the time for 104 changes
multiplying the running time by 100. Tests were
carried out to ensure that this estimate was accurate.
For each problem instance and range of weight
increase permitted, all algorithms use the same
sequence of arcs and weight-change values. These arc
sequences and weight-change values are generated
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once by a separate program and stored in a ﬁle. The
generation process is as follows. Given a shortest be
path graph g1SP for a particular instance, let w
the average arc weight in the problem instance. The
following procedure is repeated for k = 1     104 to
produce a sequence of arcs a1      a104 and weight
change values 1      104 used in the simulations:
1. Select arc ak at random from gkSP .
2. Choose at random a value k from the interval
 .
1 w
3. Add k to the current weight of arc ak .
SP
.
4. Recompute the shortest-path graph gk+1
The experiments described in this section are
grouped in two categories. Section 7.1 presents results
for random weight changes, whereas §7.2 discusses
results for unit weight changes. All algorithms used in
the experiments as well as the complete set of results
(for all instances of all classes presented) are in the
Online Supplement.
7.1. Random Weight Changes
This section presents computational results for random weight changes applied on all instances of each
group from each of the nine problem classes. The
increase is an integer value chosen uniformly between
one and the average arc weight from the original
 . We consider the total CPU times
graph, e.g,  ∈ 1 w
(in seconds) for the 104 updates of the increase algorithms, the total CPU time for the 104 updates of the
decrease algorithms, and the heap sizes for both algorithms. In the following, comparisons are done among
algorithms to identify the best algorithm for diverse
scenarios.
7.1.1. Improvement Obtained Using ReducedHeap Algorithms. Running times were compared
between the standard and reduced-heap versions
of all algorithms described in this paper. For each
dynamic shortest-path algorithm we compared the
average ratio of the CPU times of the standard and
reduced-heap versions. More precisely, let tsi and tri
be the average CPU times for the ﬁve instances of the
ith group in the class for the standard and reducedheap versions, respectively. Then, for each of the algoRR
RR
RR
KT
KT
D
rithms GRR
+ , G− , T+ , T− , T+ , T− , and T+ , we
calculated the ratio as
ng
i=1 tsi /tri

(1)
ng
where ng is the number of groups in the class.
We observed that the reduced-heap algorithms run
faster than their standard-version counterparts in
almost all comparisons. For all four increase variants,
the reduced-heap version was faster than the standard version for all nine instance classes. This was
also true for the decrease algorithms, with the exception of the T−KT algorithm, for which the reduced-heap
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version took longer, on average, in two of the nine
classes.
The largest average gain was obtained for T+D ,
whose average ratio was 1.79 on the Internet class.
On the other hand, the lowest ratio was 0.74, obtained
for T−KT , on the same instance class. It was also
observed that the increase algorithms beneﬁted more
from the reduced-heap idea than did the decrease
algorithms. This behavior is expected because applying this idea in the decrease algorithms requires extra
computational effort: the incoming arcs to nodes in
set Q are scanned twice, whereas in the standard
algorithm they are scanned only once. The standard
increase algorithms took, on average, 29.25% longer
than their reduced-heap counterparts, while for the
decrease algorithms, the standard algorithms took,
on average, 10.67% longer than their reduced-heap
counterparts.
The average heap sizes for the standard and reduced-heap version of the dynamic shortest-path
algorithms were also compared. We calculated the
average ratio of the heap size of the standard and
reduced-heap versions as
ng

i=1 hsi /hri

ng



(2)

More precisely, let hsi and hri be the average heap
sizes for the ﬁve instances of the ith group in the class
for the standard and reduced-heap versions, respectively. For all combinations of algorithm and instance
class, the idea of reduced heap was successful in
reducing the heap size. On average, the heap size was
reduced by more than one third. In particular, the
ratio for the class Internet was over 17 times, showing that, in the case of multiple shortest-path graphs,
only a few graphs are affected by a single weight
change (recalling that instances from this class have
more than one destination node each).
Table 1
Group

7.1.2. Time Comparison Between Recomputing
from Scratch Dij and Using a Dynamic ShortestPath Graph Algorithm stdGRR . Table 1 shows the
ratios between the total times spent by Dijkstra’s algorithm and stdGRR for each class of instances. Each
value in the table is the average ratio of the CPU times
of the Dij and stdGRR algorithms. The table entries
are computed in a fashion similar to (1).
In this table, the CPU time considered for each algorithm is the sum of the CPU times of the increase
and decrease phases. For instance classes Internet,
Grid-SSquare-S, Grid-SWide, Rand-4, Rand-1:4, and
Acyc-Pos, the ratio increases with instance size,
while the opposite occurs in classes Grid-SLong and
Grid-PHard.
The smallest ratio is 7.26, for group GR5 of class
Grid-PHard. The largest is over 149,000, for group GR7
of class Grid-SWide. From this table, it is obvious that
dynamic shortest-path algorithms should be used in
place of Dijkstra’s algorithm.
7.1.3. Time Comparison Between T KT and T RR .
In this section, we show that, for the instances
considered in this experiment, any gain that could
be achieved while scanning the outgoing arcs in
T KT is washed out by the additional computational
effort associated with maintaining the special tree
proposed by King and Thorup (2001). We compute
the average ratios of the CPU times of the T KT and
T RR in a fashion similar to (1). For both standard
and reduced-heap cases, results are compared for
the increase and decrease algorithms. On average,
for the standard and reduced-heap implementations,
algorithm T RR is faster than algorithm T KT . For the
standard algorithms, the performance is almost the
same, whereas for reduced-heap variants, algorithm
rhT KT , on average, takes 15% and 17% longer than
rhT RR . The ratios for the reduced-heap algorithms are
greater than those of the standard versions because
for the reduced-heap variants even more computa-

Ratio Between the Time Spent by the Dij and stdGRR Algorithms for Updating 104 Random Weight Increases and 104 Random
Weight Decreases on Each Group of All Classes of Instances
Internet

Grid-SSquare-S

Grid-SWide

Grid-SLong

Grid-PHard

Rand-4

Rand-1:4

Rand-Len

Acyc-Pos

GR1
GR2
GR3

17 27
11 43
11 79

117 63
223 83
449 37

814 77
1507 83
3383 85

18 03
16 96
15 64

12 51
10 35
9 12

249 72
324 77
459 40

68 89
123 29
189 64

8395 88
10712 53
12522 89

374 91
493 67
681 27

GR4
GR5
GR6

15 65
22 03
13 75

945 59
2391 75

9262 96
23204 61
60260 87

15 16
14 80
14 52

8 10
7 26
7 44

643 26
922 96
1600 20

256 36

9435 98
9739 13

887 62
1274 06

GR7
GR8
GR9

18 42
25 88
26 10

149371 17

13 64

GR10
GR11
GR12
GR13

14 56
15 53
24 24
27 63

2715 88
4406 24
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tional effort is needed to store the special shortestpath tree maintained by rhT KT algorithm.
7.1.4. Time Comparison Between Algorithms
T RR and T D . We next compare algorithms T RR and
T D observing running times and heap sizes for the
standard and reduced-heap implementations. Because
T D has only an increase version, there is no comparison for the decrease versions of the algorithms.
We computed the average ratios between the values found by the algorithms T RR and T D . For the
running-time comparison, the values are computed
in a fashion similar to (1), whereas for the heap-size
comparison the ratios are computed in a fashion similar to (2).
On average, T+RR is over 10% longer than T+D for
both standard and reduced-heap implementations.
With respect to heap size, the average heap of T+D was
only 1% larger than that of T+RR . We conclude that for
large ranges of weight changes, the larger heap size
of T+D is compensated by its simpler identiﬁcation of
the set Q.
7.1.5. Time Comparison Between the Algorithms
for Updating Shortest-Path Graphs GRR and Trees
T RR . We next compare computational times spent to
update shortest-path graphs and trees. For this comparison, we use CPU times of GRR and T RR . Among
the three algorithms for updating shortest-path trees,
T RR , T KT , and T D , we selected T RR because it was
faster than T KT in our experiments, and the running
times of T D are less predictable.
We compared results for the standard and the
reduced-heap versions of the algorithms analyzing
the average ratio of their CPU times, computed in
a fashion similar to (1). For the increase algorithms,
updating a t SP is slightly faster than updating a g SP .
These results show that the extra computational effort
GRR
+ needs to identify all shortest paths (last loop of
the algorithm) is about the same effort T+RR needs to
verify if a node has an alternative shortest path.
The decrease algorithms show more interesting
results. In this case, to update a graph takes 52%
and 41% longer than updating a shortest-path tree,
for standard and reduced-heap algorithms, respectively. These results were expected because T−RR just
scans once the links incoming to the affected nodes,
whereas GRR
− scans once the incoming and once the
outgoing links of these nodes.
7.1.6. Time Comparison Between the Increase
and Decrease Implementations of the Dynamic
Algorithms. In this section, we explore the time
difference between the increase and the decrease
algorithms. We computed the average ratio, in a fashion similar to (1), of the CPU times of the algorithms stdGRR , rhGRR , stdT RR , rhT RR , stdT KT , and
rhT KT . The average for each algorithm above, over
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the nine instance classes, are 1.44, 1.34, 2.12, 1.92,
2.07, and 1.68, respectively. Considering each algorithm and instance class separately, in only three of
the 54 comparisons is the decrease algorithm faster
than its increase counterpart. This performance was
expected because the number of arcs scanned by the
decrease algorithm is smaller than the corresponding
number of arcs scanned by the increase algorithm.
We observe that in the reduced-heap variants, the
ratios are smaller than in the standard versions of the
algorithms.
7.2. Unit Weight Changes
This section presents computational results for unit
weight changes on the same instances used by the
random-weight-changes experiment. The process of
changes is the same, but now the increase and the
decrease of the weight are equal to one, e.g.,  = 1
and = 1. As before, we run each algorithm updating
104 arc weight changes. For this experiment, instances
from class Internet have integer weights generated
uniformly in the range 1 20 . Instances from the
other eight classes have the arc weights modiﬁed.
The function mod was used to have weights in the
interval 1 20 . Each weight is computed as wa = 1 +
wa mod 20.
We found two kinds of results. Either the heap
sizes and times are much shorter than those generated by random weight changes, or they are about
the same. For example, classes Internet, Grid-SLong,
and Rand-Len have about the same heap size and running time, whereas the opposite was found in the
experiments with classes Grid-SSquare-S, Grid-PHard,
Rand-4, Rand-1:4, and Acyc-Pos.
In the remainder of this section, we discuss the
experimental results for unit weight changes. Because
the kinds of comparisons are similar to those presented for random weight changes, the ratios are computed similarly to those experiments.
Table 2

Time Ratio Between the Standard and Reduced-Heap
Implementations of the Algorithms for Updating 104
Unit Weight Changes

Class

G+RR

G−RR

T+RR

T−RR

T+KT

T−KT

T+D

Internet
Grid-SSquare-S
Grid-SWide
Grid-SLong
Grid-PHard
Rand-4
Rand-1:4
Rand-Len
Acyc-Pos

2 00
1 58
1 73
4 50
2 40
2 36
2 98
2 20
2 87

1 58
0 91
1 51
2 45
1 07
1 39
1 04
1 46
1 15

2 12
1 50
1 87
5 11
2 41
2 19
2 38
2 13
2 39

1 15
1 17
1 29
2 32
1 18
1 20
1 00
1 26
1 04

2 05
1 43
1 74
4 02
2 19
2 10
2 49
2 04
2 52

0 75
0 97
1 05
1 20
0 99
1 16
1 01
1 25
1 05

1 83
1 33
1 63
4 21
1 51
1 86
1 47
1 85
2 05

Average

2 51

1 40

2 46

1 29

2 29

1 05

1 97
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7.2.1. Improvement Obtained Using ReducedHeap Algorithms. Table 2 compares times for standard and reduced-heap versions of the dynamic
shortest-path algorithms.
On average, for each class of instances, the reducedheap algorithms were able to reduce the computational time in almost all simulations. For all the
RR
D
increase algorithms, i.e., GRR
+ , T+ , and T+ , the
reduced-heap variants were faster. The ratio varied
from 1.33 for T+D in class Grid-SSquare-S to 5.11 for
T+RR in class Grid-SLong. Considering the decrease
algorithms, only three ratios were not favorable to
the respective reduced-heap variant. The last row of
the table shows that, on average, all algorithms were
able to reduce running times using the reduced-heap
technique. The ratios varied from 1.05 for T−KT to 2.51
for GRR
+ . On average, for unit weight changes the gains
obtained using the reduced-heap idea are bigger than
those presented for random weight changes.
7.2.2. Time Comparison Between Recomputing
from Scratch Dij and Using a Dynamic ShortestPath Graph Algorithm stdGRR . Table 3 presents
results for the comparison between the Dij and
stdGRR algorithm. As expected, Dij takes much longer
than the stdGRR , with ratios varying from 10.33 on
group GR2 from class Internet to 83,637.14 on group
GR5 of class Grid-SSquare-S.
7.2.3. Comparison of Performance for the Dynamic Shortest-Paths Algorithms. The comparisons
between algorithms GRR and T RR , and algorithms T RR
and T KT for unit weight change and random weight
change, presented similar results. However, this is not
the case for the comparison between the performance
of T+RR and T+D . In this last case, we observed some
examples where T D does not perform well when compared with other dynamic shortest-path algorithms.
Because these experiments are applied to instances in
a small range, T+D treats many unaffected nodes as
though they were affected. The worst performance for

this algorithm was observed on Rand-1:4. The algorithms took more than twice the time that T+RR spent
in the standard implementation and 3.39 times more
for the reduced-heap algorithm. Looking at the heapsize values, we can see that the heap size for the standard algorithm is 2.26 times larger, on average, than
the heap of stdT+RR . For the reduced-heap implementation, while rhT+RR does not insert any node into the
heap, rhT D inserts up to 50% of the nodes inserted by
stdT D .
7.2.4. Time Comparison Between Increase and
Decrease Implementations of the Dynamic Algorithms. For the standard algorithms, the results computed for the unit and random weight changes are
similar. For the reduced-heap implementations, the
decrease algorithms were faster, on average, for GRR
and T KT and slightly slower for T RR . The averages
over the nine instances, for stdGRR , rhGRR , stdT RR ,
rhT RR , stdT KT , and rhT KT , are 1.39, 0.79, 1.90, 1.03,
1.95, and 0.92, respectively.

8.

Concluding Remarks

This paper introduces a technique for reducing the
heap size of DSP algorithms. This technique can be
used for both increase and decrease algorithms. For
unit arc-weight changes, the heaps are not used for all
but one algorithm. Computational experiments were
conducted for random and unit weight changes.
On average, all reduced-heap variants were faster
than their corresponding standard implementations.
For random weight changes, the speedups were up to
a factor of 1.79, whereas for unit weight changes, the
largest speedup was a factor of 5.11.
Comparing Dijkstra’s algorithm with the Ramalingam and Reps algorithm showed that dynamic
shortest-path algorithms are preferable. Speedups
varied from 7.26 to 149,371.17 for random weight
changes and from 10.33 to 86,031.82 for unit weight
changes.

Table 3

Ratio Between the Time Spent by Algorithms Dij and stdGRR for Updating 104 Unit Weight Increases and 104 Unit Weight Decreases on Each
Group of All Classes of Instances

Group

Internet

Grid-SSquare-S

Grid-SWide

Grid-SLong

Grid-PHard

Rand-4

Rand-1:4

Rand-Len

Acyc-Pos

GR1
GR2
GR3
GR4
GR5
GR6
GR7
GR8
GR9
GR10
GR11
GR12
GR13

15 38
10 33
10 91
15 59
20 58
14 47
17 14
22 84
25 41
13 27
16 67
24 31
23 96

1383 33
2722 22
6962 96
26753 57
83637 14

719 67
1261 63
3104 17
8348 11
21329 46
44769 75
86031 82

18 01
17 64
16 33
15 48
14 91
15 00
13 86

362 75
452 21
468 15
709 06
770 68
773 36

521 29
1092 08
2427 81
3117 64
9422 34
10424 23
21163 14
65180 58

61 67
182 05
730 40
976 06

7747 92
11416 35
9340 97
12482 10
9030 76

672 92
1430 67
1955 40
3230 47
8749 76
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The comparison between dynamic shortest-path
algorithms has shown that, for the increase case,
updating trees is slightly faster than updating graphs
for random and unit weight changes. On the other
hand, for the decrease algorithm to update a tree is
about 50% faster than updating a graph.
For the instances considered in this paper, on average any gain that could be achieved while scanning the outgoing arcs in T KT is washed out by
the additional computational effort associated with
maintaining the special tree proposed by King and
Thorup (2001).
Algorithm T D can be considered the fastest for
graphs with weights selected in a wide range, but
its performance is not predictable for instances with
weights taken from a small range.
As a ﬁnal conclusion, there is no dynamic shortestpath algorithm that can be considered the best for all
situations. Clearly, however, any one of them is a better choice than recomputing the graph from scratch
using Dijkstra’s algorithm. The reduced-heap idea can
be applied in both increase and decrease algorithms,
even if in a few examples the reduced-heap variant took longer than the corresponding standard version. If the application does not need the shortest-path
graph, updating a shortest-path tree is faster. The best
choice would be the combination of the increase algorithm rhT+D with the decrease algorithm rhT−RR , if the
instance is generated with weights from a wide range.
Considering weights from a narrow range, the combination of rhT+RR and rhT−RR is recommended. Finally,
we conclude that the performance of an algorithm
depends largely on the instance, and also on its size.
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